
Celebrity Couple News: Chris
Pratt Praises Wife Anna Faris
and Son at MTV Movie Awards

By Dena Linzer

Showing appreciation for your loved one is the best way to
thank them for everything they do! In our latest celebrity
news, adorable celebrity couple Chris Pratt and Anna Faris
made us smile at the 2016 MTV Movie Awards on Saturday, April
9th.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Pratt  thanked  his  wife,
Faris and his son while accepting the Best Action Performance
award for his role in Jurassic World.

This celebrity news has us “awww”ing. What are
some  ways  to  show  appreciation  for  your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:

This quirky celebrity couple recognizes their love in public,
but there are ways to show this privately as well! Cupid has
some relationship advice to show your partner how much you
appreciate them:

1. Surprise them with gifts: Giving a gift is a great way to
show  someone  you  love  them  and  care!  And  everyone  loves
receiving  a  gift  for  no  reason,  especially  if  it’s  from
recognizing what you do for them. They’ll love the sentiment
and thank you for it.

Related Link: Anna Faris Responds to Celebrity Cheating Rumors
Regarding Husband Chris Pratt

2. Be spontaneous: Upping the creativity in your relationship
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shows your partner you love them and are willing to try new
things. Being fun and spontaneous is a great way to show them
you appreciate everything they do.

Related Link: What Chris Pratt and Anna Faris’s Goofy Red
Carpet Pose Says About Their Love

3. Make a night all about them: Take your partner to a night
full of their favorite restaurant, movie, and games. It will
be a night all about them! And tell them it’s just one small
way to reciprocate everything they do for you.

Showing appreciation for your partner is the ultimate form of
love, how do you show your appreciation? Comment below!
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